A semi-parametric hybrid neural model for nonlinear blind signal separation.
Nonlinear blind signal separation is an important but rather difficult problem. Any general nonlinear independent component analysis algorithm for such a problem should specify which solution it tries to find. Several recent neural networks for separating the post nonlinear blind mixtures are limited to the diagonal nonlinearity, where there is no cross-channel nonlinearity. In this paper, a new semi-parametric hybrid neural network is proposed to separate the post nonlinearly mixed blind signals where cross-channel disturbance is included. This hybrid network consists of two cascading modules, which are a neural nonlinear module for approximating the post nonlinearity and a linear module for separating the predicted linear blind mixtures. The nonlinear module is a semi-parametric expansion made up of two sub-networks, one of which is a linear model and the other of which is a three-layer perceptron. These two sub-networks together produce a "weak" nonlinear operator and can approach relatively strong nonlinearity by tuning parameters. A batch learning algorithm based on the entropy maximization and the gradient descent method is deduced. This model is successfully applied to a blind signal separation problem with two sources. Our simulation results indicate that this hybrid model can effectively approach the cross-channel post nonlinearity and achieve a good visual quality as well as a high signal-to-noise ratio in some cases.